Other Programs

- **Career Center** [21]
  Phone: 713-743-4230
  Email: ecareers [at]central [dot] uh [dot] edu
- **Computer Center** [22]
  Phone: 713-743-4241
  Email: ecc [at]egr [dot] uh [dot] edu
- **Cooperative Education** [23]
  Phone: 713-743-4230
- **Education Outreach** [24]
  Phone: 713-743-4283
- **Engineering Alumni Association** [25]
  Phone: 713-743-4215
  Email: alumni [at]egr [dot] uh [dot] edu
- **Industrial Scholar Interns Program** [26]
  Phone: 713-743-4230
  Email: isip [at]egr [dot] uh [dot] edu
- **PROMES** [27]
  Phone: 713-743-4222
  Email: promes [at]egr [dot] uh [dot] edu
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